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About This Content

The Eyes of the People is the fifth chapter in the Half-Life: A Place in the West saga, and continues the story of New Franklin -
an American enclave with a mysterious cosmic tower at its heart.

It’s the night of New Franklin’s annual masquerade banquet, and the city’s political rivals vie for dominance amongst a blind and
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debauched populace seeking shelter from a wicked blizzard. Governor Moore, aiming to install himself as the city’s leader, plots
to assassinate Major General Long at the evening’s end, whilst Long himself prepares to move against Sejal Rajani’s Opposition

in an effort to apprehend the vortigaunt Dreyfus.

And on the fringes of the city, away from the lights of the masquerade, Albert Kempinski takes matters into his own hands to
find his kidnapped daughter - with disastrous results…

The Eyes of the People features 30 all-new pages with striking artwork from the team that brought you The Pit and A Spy in the
House of Long.
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I was expecting more of a VN and less of a time-management game. While the concept isn't bad, there's close to no character
development; virtually all of your time is given to creating your game. The timing and pace of how long it takes to make a game
is vastly unbalanced; you can easily get everything to 'amazing' and have nothing to do for thirty more days, and the controls
don't allow you to simply 'rest'. With two time periods a day where you \/have\/ to make a decision on how you spend your time
(a 'repeat' button allows you to keep going on whatever skill you have selected beforehand but doesn't work for resting), that
means a lot of clicking and - for lack of a better word - busywork. That's about 180 (OR MORE if you've got more than 30 days
free) clicks to do nothing. It gets even worse when you've got your girls doing nothing for over a month but still have to shell out
cash to keep them on retainer. There's issues with skipping dialogue as well; pressing the spacebar down solidly helps everything
go by fast, but it also manages to bypass any crucial decisions you need to make about game aspects and pricing, which can
screw you over when it comes to selling games. There also seems to be an issue with how many games you purchase and are able
to sell. Even if I purchase an excess of the first game I make, none are sold at later conventions, which makes it a complete
waste of money. If the purpose is to have a decent amount of product to sell and keep getting revenue, then why does the game
erase any copies I have left over from my inventory?

This game has a lot of issues, and doesn't work as either a management sim or a VN.. It sucks. Play War Thunder.. Under
Leaves is a delightful game that reminded me a great deal of Botanicula in it's art style. Unlike Botanicula however Under
Leaves is not about solving puzzles but merely searching for shapes.

In this respect Under Leavs does an excellent job, the clever use of shape and tones of colour make it glorious to both just
admire as well as search for the animals food.

There are a few issues though, it's quite clear the game was designed more with a touch screen in mind, as the mouse often
struggles to click but works better when swiping. This felt a little strange to me, since I'm used to more responsiveness when
clicking. Movement across the screen was a little weird and the most annoying point was the zooming in and out function that
would occasionally require multiple clicks before actually responding to the input.

All in all, the game is beautifully created, and well worth a play as it is quite cheap, plus I enjoyed the additional feel of raising
environmental awareness through a video game.. Aggressive microtransactions, but even the core experience is not worth your
time. I suggest checking out Tower Unite or VRChat instead.. This game needs to revolve around the micro transaction system
way less. The only people who achieve anything in this game either play the same 2x game mode for hundreds of hours or whip
out daddy's credit card.. bad game, ends to quick, ETC.
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Essentially a Ghosts n Goblins clone. And it's fantastic all the same. ^_^. So here I am, stuck in a mineshaft with an evangelist
that won't stop trying to read us weird vogon poetry, a nerd that won't shut up about comic books when he's not too busy posting
anime reviews on reddit, and a total nutcase who talks to space tentacles. If these idiots weren't really good at killing things, I'd
probably fire the lot of 'em.

Speaking of which, this dork just somehow managed to screw up pushing Ctrl+Alt+Delete on a terminal (how??) and now there
are security bots. Because of course there are. *sigh*. What a charming little game. Perfect for easter time. The most adorable
(over the sweet hero sprite) is the awesome music playing throughout the game. This whole product is a one man job, and you
can feel it in every bit. Everything it may be lacking in the graphics department when it comes to level tiles it surely makes up in
the overall level design.

While it may only hardly be worth the five bucks they're asking for regular price, you should absolutely get this when on sale or
in a bundle if you (like me) have a soft spot for mario like retro jump'n'runs as Frog Hop for sure is one of the better ones out
there.. Not the best F-16 by far;there are some pros and cons. First of all, the interior and exterior modelling are great. The
flight dynamics leave a lot to be desired, not very realistic. The VC isn't fully modeled, by which I mean not every button is
clickable. For the sale price I got it for, it was a good price but I don't believe its worth $25. I would wait for a sale or wait for
the MILVIZ F-16 but it's still a good add-on. Though in my opinion, I like it, and I feel it's an enjoyable plane.. The best ten
minute shows I've seen in a long time.
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